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In this paper, we solve the problem U, + Au + F(u, Vu) = p and u(0) = ug where p 
and u0 are bounded Radon measures. The method is based upon three fundamental 
lemmas: A compactness result (Lemma 3). a regularity result (Lemma 7). and an 
integration by parts (Lemma 2). 7’ 1992 Acadcmx Prcrs. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is dedicated to proving Theorem 1, which states the existence 
of a solution of the parabolic equation: 
(1) ~,u-div(ci(r,.u,u,Du))+F(f,x,u,Du)=~ in Q=(O, T)xQ 
(2) u = 0 on (0, T) x I?Q 
(3) u(O)=u, in Q, 
when p is a finite Radon measure on Q and ug is a finite Radon measure 
on Q. Here ri is a Caratheodory function which satisfies the classical 
Leray-Lions hypotheses (see Section 2 below) and F is a Caratheodory 
function having a suitable growth (see Subsection 3.2). 
This paper completes some of the results on quasilinear problems with 
measures as data (see [ BGl, BG2, BGV, BS, GM 1, GM2, K, R 1, R2, 
R3]). One of the main tools is to derive a compactness result (see Lemma 2 
in Rl, R23). Lemma 2 of [R2] was not adapted to parabolic problems; the 
reason is that if u,, is in LP(O, T, Wkp(Q)) = P’, and the time derivative ui, 
is the dual of V, then we do not know the regularity with respect to the 
time derivative of the truncation zf: = [k - (k - lu,,]) + ] sign(u,). To over- 
come this difhculty, we consider smooth truncation &u,,), for which we can 
show under the preceding regularity, that the derivative with respect to 
time &u,,)’ is in the dual of the space L”((0, T) x a) n LP(O, T, Wip(Q)). 
Unfortunately this regularity is not sufficient for our purpose (and there- 
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fore we will not show this result). However, it turns out that if u, is a solu- 
tion of a specific problem, we can derive a better regularity for &u,)‘. Here, 
with the approximate problems that we consider we can show that this 
quantity is in L’((0, T) x Sz) + Lp’(O, T, W ‘*“‘(l2)). 
Let me give a simple example to explain what I mean. 
Consider u, a solution of u:, - Au,, =fn E D(Q). If 4 is a twice differen- 
tiable function with bounded derivatives then 
I(%)’ =4(h), = d’(U”) 4 = d’(u,,) AU” + d’(u,)fn 
= Wd’(u,)Du,) - 4”(u,J lDu,I* + 4’(u,)fn 
as one observes this last quantity is in L*(O, T, W-‘.*(Ll)) + L’(Q). 
For a general operator as in (1) such a result has to be justified. This is 
the purpose of Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. 
The strategy of the proof is to approximate the solution u by a sequence 
of solutions u, of standard problems, then make a priori estimates and as 
we announced before the main difficulty will be to prove the strong 
convergence of the derivatives. 
The organization of our paper will be: 
(1) Preliminary results 
(2) Compactness result 
(3) Applications to parabolic equations: u’ + A(u) + F(u, Du) = 1 
where ~1 is a finite Radon measure, u(O) is also a finite Radon measure. 
The applications that we consider here are more general than those given 
in [R 1, BGl ] (concerning parabolic problems). Namely the operator A 
that we consider satisfies the general Leray-Lions conditions and F has the 
greatest growth with respect to the gradient Du (consistent with the 
regularity that we obtain). 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout the paper, we denote by a an open bounded set of RN, 
Q = (0, T) x Sz, T> 0, u’ stands for the derivative of u with respect to the 
time I. For any “smooth” funtion u, for any k > 0, we associate a bounded 
function denoted uk satisfying uk = u, Duk = Du if lul <k. 
For instance, for elliptic problems, we have used uk = zk = 
[k - (k - 1~1) + ] sign(u). For parabolic, we can use any smooth function $k 
suchthat~,(cr)=aiflal~kandconstantona~-k-aanda~k+afor 
some a > 0 then uk = #k(u) works. 
We begin with a simple lemma given in [Rl], this lemma was essentially 
made for having a priori estimates: 
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LEMMA 1. Let i 20, u, a sequence belonging to Lp(O, T, Wip(s2)). 
Assume that there are three constants 6 >O, q>O, c>O with 1 <q< qO= 
p-(N/(N+l)), l+J<(p-q)(N+l)/N,such that [fuL’,=Iu,,-iand 
then v,+ remains in a bounded set of Ly(O, , Wiq(S2)). 
For convenience, we give the proof. 
Idea of the Proof: Let us notice first that the estimate 
jp IDun+ I”/(1 +j.+C,,+)‘+R dx dt < c remains true if we replace 6 by any 
6’ > 6. Set y, = Ju [DC,,, 1” dx dt. By the HGlder inequality we have 
I”(1 +/I+t~,+)4(‘+3”p/(l +).+t.,+)Y”r*‘,‘pdxdt 
dC+C 
D 
(L’,+ )‘dx dt 
v 1 
I (YlP) 
with r=(l +6)q/(p-q)=q(N+ 1)/N 
(choice of 6, this is possible since p > 1 + (N/N+ 1)). 
Use the following interpolation argument 
Ibl,IL’(R)G lt’n+IzI(f2, lL’A,qL, with I -T = (( 1 - r)/( 1 -q*))(q*/r), 
where q* is such that l/q* = (l/q) - (l/N) if q < N and q* > 1 satisfying 
(1 - T)r = q otherwise, and the boundedness Iu,I l.L,O. T,,.~(R,j < C, to have 
A Sobolev inequality yields y, < c + c[ ~“1’ - I”@), which implies the desired 
result. 1 
In the sequel, c will denote various constants depending only on the 
data. We also use the following integration by parts. 
LEMMA 2. Let VE LP(0, T, Wkp(sZ)) with t” in Lp’(O, T, W -- ‘sp’(s2)) + 
L’(Q), u E C( [0, T]; L’(Q)) and let @ be a Lipschitz bounded real fwtction 
from R to R, with @(O) = 0. Then, for t in [0, T], we have 
(d(a), @(v(a))) do=j 
a 
dxj ,i’-“ @(a) da-j, dx j;““’ @(a) do. 
The brackets ( ., . ) denote a duality product between W-‘.p’(a)+ L’(a) 
and an element of La(S2) n W:“(n), I/p+ l/p’= 1. 
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Proof of Lemma 2. Since u is in C( [0, T], L’(Q)), it suffices to show 
that for all 7 > 0, for a.e. t, r’ in (0, T - q), we have 
For “smooth” u say UE LP(O, T, W;“(n)), t“ in L’(Q), the preceding 
equality is obvious. If u is in Lp(O, T, Wi”(sZ)) with u’= w+h, 
WE Lp’(O, T, IV-‘.J”(sZ)), and hi L’(Q), we may approach it by a sequence 
c’, of “smooth” functions in the following way. 
For all q > 0, L’,, converges to u strongly in Lp(O, T- q, Wbp(12)), uk is 
in L’(0, T- 9, L’(Q)), vh = W, + h,, with 
wc‘, converges to H’ strongly in Lp’(O, T- q. W- ‘.“‘(sZ)). 
h, converges to h in L’(0, T- q, L’(Q)) strongly. 
Indeed, if we consider the standard average u,(r) = n Ii’ “!n’ u(a) do for 
t in [0, T- ~1, n > (l/q). It is easy to check that u, converges to u strongly 
in Lp(O, T-q, W:“(n)), I$ is in L’(0, T-q, L’(Q)), u; = W, + h, with 
I 
r+ll:n) 
w,(r) = n w(a) da, 
I 
h,(l)=ni“+“~‘)h(a)do 
I 
and 
W, converges to w  strongly in Lp’(O, T - q, W- ‘.p’(s2)). 
h, converges to h in L’(0, T- ‘I, L’(a)) strongly. 
A subsequence denoted by u, converges to L; a.e. on (0, T - q), by standard 
argument we get easily the desired result. 1 
2. COMPACTNESS LEMMA 
Consider the vector valued function b satisfying: 
(1) d maps from Q x Rx RN into RN such that there are two 
constants a > 0, c > 0. For a.e. (t, x), for all u in R, for r in RN, 
4~,x,u,r)~r2~lrlP, l<p<co 
I44 x, 4 t)l <c(lul”-‘+ l~lP~~‘+ao(t, x)), with a0 in LP’(Q). 
(2) d is a Caratheodory function, i.e., the maps (1, x) + 6(r, x, U, 5) 
are measurable for all ZJ and < and for a.e. x, (u, 5) -+ ci(r, x, u, <) is 
continuous. 
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(3) For a.e. (1, x) in Q, for all u in R, for r, < in R”, 5 & i we have 
[d(t,x, cl, ()-i(t.x, u, i)] .(<-[)>O. 
WC have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3. Let u,, he (I sequence of Lp(O, T, W;p(s2)) having the 
fMowing properties: 
(i) There exists y, I < y <p, such that u,, remains in a bounded set oj 
L“(0, T, Wkq(sZ)), u,, converges weakly, pointwise to u. 
(ii ) For ever). k > k,, the sequence ut associated to u, remains in a 
bounded set oj’ Lp(O, T, Wip(sL)) as n goes to inf;nity. 
(iii) For every k > k,, there exist two .functions 8,) 0 such that for all 
E in [0, ~~1, Ed >O, we have 
Lim sup 
J ci(t, x, u,,, Du,) .D(u, - uk) dx dt G 0,(c) + 8(k), ,I I& I8 < I 
with lim r .~ 0 Ok(c) = 0, 8 depends onIy on k and converges to zero as k goes 
to infinity, uk associated to u, having the properties defined as before. Then, 
Du, converges to Du strongly in L’(Q), for all s E [I, 9[. 
Proof: It is similar to the one given for the elliptic problem (see 
Lemma 2 of [R2]). The only change is to replace zk by uk and Q by Q. For 
convenience, we reproduce it. 
We write In(s)=Jlu, dfCc ti(t, x, u,, Du,).D(u,-~~)dxdt=J,(c)+K,&), 
with J,,(c) = jI,,.-~, <, [i(f, x, u,,, Du,) - ci(t, xu,, Duk)] . D(u, - uk) d.r dr 
and 
W=j ri( t, x, u,, Duk) ’ D( u, - uk) dx dt. 
lu,-u~l<,: 
Since ci(t, x, u, k +‘, Duk) converges to i(t, x, uk +‘, Duk) strongly in 
CL”‘(Q)l”, one can show that lim, K,(E) = j,” d, or: b(t, x, u, Duk) . 
D(u - uk) d.x dt = o( 1) as E goes to zero (this function depends on k). 
While for J(c) we have (using condition 3 on 6) 
Jn(4Zj,un ~,~c,~,<kCa(~,x,u,,Du,)-d(~,x,u,,Duk)l.D(u,-U*)dxd~. . 
If we set d(u,, u)= [b(t,x, u,, Du,)--(i(t,x,u,, Du)] .D(u,-u)>,O, we 
deduce easily (using condition (iii) of Lemma 3) 
0 < lim sup 
J 
d(u,, u) dx dt = o( l)(as E goes to zero) 
” Iu, 31 s L. Iui < k 
+ o( 1 )(as k goes to infinity ). (3.1) 
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Consider the following quantity I,, = jo d(u,, u)“‘~ cl.r dr, where 1 < d< q 
and let us write 
In=j A(u,, u)“‘P dx dr + j A( u,, u)~+’ d?c dt. (3.2) 
Iul s k IuI >k 
Using the growth condition on ci and the boundedness of u, (condition (i)) 
we deduce that for the last integral in (3.2), we have 
J A(u,,, u)~“’ d-v dt = 0( l/k” ‘d’y’)) ask goes to infinity. (3.3) (ul > k 
While for the first integral, we decompose it as 
I Iul <k 
A(u,,z@dxdt= [ 
-II+ 
~,~~ :.,“, <k A(u,,u)“‘dxdr 
+ 
I 
A(u,, u)dipdx dt. (3.4) 
iu,, trl>c.Iul<k 
Again using the growth of ci and assumption (i) of Lemma 3, the last 
integral in (3.4) is bounded by a constant times the measure of the set 
{(f,x):lu,(r,x)-u(t,x)l>c} at the power 1-(d/q). 
Hence, from (3.1) to (3.4), we see that 0 ,< lim sup, I,, = o( 1 )(as E goes to 
zero) + o( 1) (as k goes to infinity, this quantity does not depend on E). 
Letting first E go to zero and then k go to infinity, we get lim, I, =O. 
Using the positivity of A, we can substruct a sequence such that A(u,, u) 
converges to zero a.e. 
Using the monotonicity condition on Li, we can conclude exactly as in 
[L, p. 1851, for this subsequence denoted u,, we have Du, converges to Du 
a.e. we conclude with Vitali’s theorem. 1 
To apply the preceding lemma we need to choose uk but we cannot use 
directly this test function because we do not have enough regularity for its 
time derivative, so we will use ui and pass to the limit as m goes to infinity. 
3. APPLICATION TO A PARABOLIC EQUATION OF 
THE TYPE u'+Au+F(u, Du)=p 
3.1. Case Where F = 0, p Is a Bounded Radon Measure on Q, 
and the Initial Data Are Al.70 Finite Radon Measures 
First, we want to complete the results obtained in [Rl, BGI 1. We 
consider the following problem (P): 
Find u in L”(0, T, Wks(f2)) for some s > max( 1, p - 1) 
solution of u’+ Au = p in Q, u = 0 on (0, T) x &2, and 
u(O) = U”E M(Q). Here Au = -div(b(r, x, u, Du)). (PI 
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In order to give. a sense to the initial data, we will say that u is a weak 
solution of (P) if for any cp in C’: (RN+ ‘) which is zero in a neighbourhood 
of dSZ x (0, T) and R x {T), we have 
-j ucp’dxdt- jQ do, N 4, + j ci(t,x,u, Du)Dqdxdt= 
Q Q J 
cp(t, x) 4. 
Q 
Here /J is in M(Q) and u,EM(SZ) the coefficients ci satisfy the general 
Leray-Lions conditions which are the conditions 1, 2, 3. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 1 + (N/( N + 1)) <p < a. Then there exists at 
least one weak solution u of‘(P). Moreover, u is in L”(0, T, W;“(Q)), for ail 
s in [I, P-(NAN+ I))[. 
In [RI 1, we solved the case Au = -div(ci(t, x, u, Du)), with the same 
conditions on h, but with the additional assumption that the map 
u + ci(t, x, u, cl) is Lipschitz. In [RI 1, we provide another compactness 
lemma adapted to that case. In [BGI], the operator was strongly 
monotonic with no dependence with respect to u. The method presented 
here is completely new compared with recent results [Rl, BGl 1. 
Consider the following approximate problem (P,): 
Find u, in Lp(O, T, Wkp(a)) (I <p-c ‘mo) a solution of 
u: + Au, =f, in Q, u, = 0 on (0, T) x $52, u,(O) = uOnr with f, 
in L”(Q) such that /fJ,.I <c, fn converges to p in D’(Q), 
and u,,” in L”(R) such that (uO,,lL~ Q c, uO,, converges to u0 
in D’(a). From classical results (see CL]), there exists a 
solution u, of such a problem, moreover u,, is in 
C( CO, 7-I; L2(Q)). (P”) 
We begin with some a priori estimates on u,. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that 1 + N/(N + 1) <p < cc, then u, remains in a 
bounded set of L”(0, T, L’(C?))n L4(0, T, W;q(a)), jijr all y in 
Cl,p-NAN+ I)[. 
Prooj The proof is exactly the same as in [RI ] (this lemma is also 
given in [BGl 1). For convenience, we sketch it. 
For a Iixed v >O, let us define sign,(a)= (a/v) if (01 <v and equal to 
sign(o) otherwise. Taking v, = .sign,(u,) as a test function, one has after 
integration by parts (Lemma 2) and dropping the positive term, 
i I 
I+(,. V) 
dx sign,(a) da G c. 
12 0 
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Letting v go to zero we find that u, remains in a bounded set of 
L”(0, T; L’(Q)). 
For 6 > 0, define &a) = (l/8)( 1 - l/( 1 + 101)~) sign(a). Taking u, = #(u,) 
as a test function, we derive jQ ci( 1, x, u,,, Du,) . Du,/( 1 + Iu,,I )’ +’ dx dt d c. 
Using the coercivity property of ri, we get Jo IDu,j p/( 1 + /u,l )’ +’ dx dt < c. 
Applying Lemma 1, we get the desired result. 1 
Thanks to Lemma 4, we may assume that the sequence u, converges 
to some function u weakly in Ly(O, T, W$y(Q)), for all q in 
[ 1, p - N/( N + 1 )[. The sequence ui remains in a bounded set of 
L’l”(0, T, W ‘.y”(12)) + t’(Q) for some q” > 1. So by a compactness result 
given in [T] (for instance), we may assume that the sequence u, converges 
strongly to u in L’(Q). In the sequel, we also suppose that u, converges to 
u almost everywhere. 
LEMMA 5. Let @ he a bounded Lipschitr function such that I @‘I p belongs 
to L’(R). Then, there exists a constant c(G) such that for aN n, we hatie 
jQ ID@(u,)lpdxdr,<c(@). 
Proof Consider as a test function u,( 1, x) = j;;.“.x) I@‘(o)1 p da. Using an 
integration by parts (Lemma 2), and the coercivity of A (condition 1 on rj), 
we derive easily 
a j l~~(u,)lPd.rdtB(If,l,+lu,,l,)~~7 10’(a)lPdada.c(@). I 
Q -x 
The preceding Lemma 5 wil be useful, in particular we will consider the 
following family of functions Qk, k > 0, 
- ok is a twice differentiable function, @;, @; are bounded on R. 
-Qk(a)=d if (01 Gk, and @;(a)=0 if 1~1 >,k+(l/k), O<@;< 1 
on ]k,k+(l/k)[u]-(k+(W)), -k[. 
Now, we define ui = Qk(u,) and uk = apt(u), then, from Lemma 5, we 
get: 
LEMMA 6. u”, remains in a bounded set of Lp(O, T, W:p(G!)) as n goes to 
infinity (in particular, uk belongs to Lp(O, T, Wkp(G?)), for all k > 0). 
LEMMA 7. Consider t’ an element of Lp(O, T, WkJ’(a)) such that v’ is in 
L”‘(O, T, W- ‘,“‘(a)), and ler @ be a twice differentiable fun&on with @, @I, 
and 0” bounded on R. 
Then, for all cp in D(Q), 
C@(v)‘, VI O’(Q).D(Ql = (u’, (P -@‘tt’)), 
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the last duality is the product between Lp’(O, T, W ‘-p’(sZ)) and 
Lp(O, T, W;.“(a)). 
Prooj: We begin by “smooth” L’ : v in Lp(O, T, Wip(a)) and v’ in 
L”‘(Q), the equality is obvious. 
Otherwise, we can approach any element u in V= { VE Lp(O, T, Wkp(G!)), 
with t” in Lp’(O, T, W ‘.P’(Q))} by a sequence of “smooth” u,, in a such 
way that 
r:, converges to v in Lp(O, T, WkP(Q))-strong 
v; converges to u’ in L”‘(O, T, W ‘.p’(C2))-weak. 
Then, the result follows. 1 
As an application of the preceding Lemma 7, we have: 
LEMMA 8. For all k>O, all n, (ME)’ is in Lp’(O, T, W--‘.p’(s2))+ L’(Q). 
Moreover, we have rhe following equality in D’(Q): 
(u:)‘= -ci(t,x,u,, Du,,).Du;@;(u,) 
+W@;(u,,).ci(l, x, u,, Du,)) +f,.@;(u,,). (8.0) 
Proof: Let cp E D(Q), from Lemma 7, we have 
cw> cpl DyQ,.n(p,= (4, cp.@G(%)). 
Since, uh = div(4 t, x, u,, Du,)) + f;,, we derive 
[(u:)‘, +‘I= -s, C@;(u,) .d(l, x, u,, Du,)] . DCJI dx dt 
I 
+J f,;@;(u,).vdxd~ 
Q 
+- I c~.[d(t,x,u,,, Du,).Du,].@;(u,)dxdr. (8.1) Q 
Let us notice that @; and @; are bounded, hence using the growth condi- 
tion of ri (condition l), we derive [c?(& x, u,, Du,) . Du,] . @II belongs 
to L’(Q). 
Since @;(u,) .2( f, x, u,, Du,) is in L”‘(Q), we deduce from (8.1) relation 
(8.0), and from (8.0), the regularity of (~1)‘. 1 
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LEMMA 9. For all k > 0, there exists a function Ok such that for all E > 0, 
we have 
* 
Lim sup 1 6th x, u,,, Dun) .D(u, - uk) dx dt < O,(E) (9.0) >* lu.--trXl<r 
with lim, _ 0 U,(c) = 0. 
Proof. Let c > 0, and define S, by S,(a) = (T if 1~~1 GE, equal to c sign(o) 
otherwise. For all m, n, we choose ct.,,, = S,:(u, - ~1,) as a test function for 
relation (P,), we get 
~“(u..S,(U.-U:,))dt+~,” “x,<~(j(t,x,u~,Du,).D(u,-u*,)dxdt~c.&. 
0 n ,l7-- 
Here the bracket ( ., .) stands for the duality between W-‘.p’(Q) + L’(Q) 
and W:“(Q) n L” (Q). 
Let us write 
j’(u;, S&,-u;)) dt=JO’ (u:,- (u;)‘, S&-u;)) dt 
0 
+ ~((u~)‘,s,(u,-ux))dt=I,+l,. I 
Since u, is in Lp(O, T, W:“(Q)) n C([O, T]; L*(Q)), so is ~1. 
From Lemma 8, (ui)’ is in LP’(O, T, W-‘.“‘(Q)) + L’(Q), an integration by 
parts (Lemma 2) yields (using the fact that U, remains in a bounded set of 
La:@, T, L’(Q))) 
While for I,, we use Lemma 8, to write that 
I*= -I C@;(um)-g(t, x, u,, Du,)] -D(S,(u,,-u;))dxdt 
v 
+- 
I s,(u,-us)-[ri(t,x,u,,Du,)-Du,].~,;(u,)dxdt v 
= -Jy”++*+J:,. (9.1) 
Since f,,, remains in a bounded set of L’(Q), @; bounded on R, and 
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Is,/ < E, we get IJ,I d ck E. On the other hand, if we set b = k + (I/k), thanks 
to the definition of Qk and ui, we can write [ci(r, x, urn, DU,,,) . Du,,,] . 
@C(U,) = [4(r, x, uh,,, 0~:). Dub,] @:(u,~) this last function remains in a 
bounded set of L’(Q) as m goes to infinity (due to Lemma 6). We set 
IQ I44 x, 4, 0~:) .Du~]. @i(u,,,)l d.u dt<cc,. Thus, we can bound J, by 
IJ,I < ck ‘c. 
Combining all the results stated above, we have proved until now that 
uil < I: 
ci(f, x, u,,, Du,,) . D(u,, - u;, d-v df 6 ck . c + J;, (9.2) 
with Jyn=sc! [@;(u,,,).ri(r, x, u,. Du,)] . D(S,(u, - uk)) d.u dr. Since U: 
converges to uk strongly in L’(Q) for all finite r and Dui converges weakly 
to Duk in [LP(Q)lN, we deduce easily that 
lim 
I 41, x, u,, Du,) . D(u, -u;) dx dt m I& tdil <I: 
= 5 lu,-ull<c ci( I, x, u,, Du,) . D(u, - uk) dx dr. 
Observe that we also use the growth condition on ri to derive that 
ci(r, x, u,, Du,) belongs to [L”‘(Q)]“. 
We want to show that lim sup,, [lim inf,,, .Iy=] < o( 1) as E goes to zero. 
For this, we observe first that a;(~,,,)-&(r, x, u,, Du,) = @;(u,). 
ci(r, x, u:, Duk), with b = k + (l/k), due to the growth condition on ti and 
Lemma 6, ci( t, x, u;, Duk) remains in a bounded set of [L”‘(Q)]” as m 
goes to infinity. So without loss of generality we may assume that 
ci(t, x, u$, Duk) converges weakly to H(k) as m goes to infinity. 
Then we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 10. Let US set E,,,,={(f,x):lu,-#~I<&}, E,={(t,x): 
I%--kl <El, 
lim sup 
I 
@;(u,)‘. [d(r, x, u;, Du;)][D(u;)J dxdr 
m .&m 
2 
s 
I7(k).D~.@;(u)~dxdt. 
E” 
Proof of Lemmu 10. Consider the following non-negative quantity: 
A(#;, d’) = @;(~,)~[c.i(t, x, uk, Du;) - 6(r, x, u;, Du”)][D(u; - uh)]. By 
the growth condition on ci and Lemma 6, we deduce that A(&, ub) is in 
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f,‘(Q). On the other hand, since uk converges to z/‘, the function 
ci(t, x, u;, Dub) converges strongly to ci( t, x, u*, Dub) in [L”‘(Q)]“. So if we 
develop the following quantity jEmn En d(uk, u”) dx dt and take the lim sup 
as m goes to infinity, we derive easily 
lim sup I 
@;(u,)2 [ri(l, I, u ;, Du;)] . [D(u;)] dx dt 
“2 FIrn A En 
- 
I 
I7(k).Du.@;(u)‘dxdt>,O. 
I<” 
We also use the fact that ci(t, x, uk, Duk) converges weakly to H(k). Since 
@;(u,,,)’ . [ti(t, x, u:, Du~)][D(u~)] is non-negative and E,, n E, G E,,, 
we get the desired result. 1 
The last lemma that we need to prove Lemma 9 is: 
LEMMA 11. Let us consider JT, = Iv [@;(u,) . cj(t, x, u,, Du,)] . 
D( S, (u,, - uk)) dx df. Then 
lim sup [lim inf .I’1:,] 6 o( 1) 
‘( gm as c oes to zero, rhisfuncrion depends on k). 
Proof of Lemma 11. Let 
E,,= ((1,x): lu,,-uUkI f E}, E;,={t,x):lu,-u’[=E}, 
E,,= {(r,x): Iu,-u;I <c}, E, = { (1, x) : Iu, - ukl <c}. 
We have 
lim 
I 
O;(u,) . [h(t, x, u;, Dub ,,,)lC~(~,)l dx dt m .& A Em 
= I n(k). Du, . Q;(u) dx dr E” 
since Id(t, x, uk, Duk)I is in a bounded set of L”‘(Q) as m goes to infinity. 
Thus, we have 
L Ld C@;(d .4& x, u:, D~~)lCN41 dx dt n, 
I 
I i/J 
< ck @;(u,)” IDukIPdxdt 
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lim inf Jyn d 
5 
n(k).Du;~;(u)dxdt+c, 
.% [J 
@;(u)” )DUklP dx dr 
m %c 1 
1 ‘P 
+ lim inf - 
“I ( f 
[a;(#,,,) .ci(t, x, u;, Du;)][D(u;)] dx dt . 
*Em > 
(11.0) 
Notice that D(uk)= ai(u,). Duft and, since we have lim inf( - . )= 
- lim sup( .), we derive from Lemma 10 and relation (11.0) that 
lim inf J; Q 
m 1 IiV+Du;@;(u)dxdt-~ I7(k).Du.@;(u)*d.rdr 4 & 
1/p 
+ ck @;(u)p lDuklp dx dt 
I 
. 
Finally taking the lim sup as n goes to infinity, knowing that 
and 
1 
l:p 
o;(u)’ IDuklPdxdr =o 
lim 
,I 
H(k). D(u, - u) .d.x dr = 0, 
(we have used the definition of Qk), we get 
lim sup [lim inf .Iyn] < ck 
,I m I 
I,‘P’ 
In(k)1 p’ d.r dt =63,(c). 
Where E, = { (1, x) : IU - ukl GE}, one can easily check that Qk(e) converges 
to zero as E goes to zero. 1 
End of the Proof of Lemma 9. To end the proof of Lemma 9, we take 
first the lim inf as m goes to infinity in relation (9.2) and we get 
F ri(r,x,u,,, Du,).D(u,,-Uk)dxdfGCk.&+liminfJ~~. (11.1) *IUn Id<& m 
Taking the lim sup as n goes to infinity in (I 1.1 ), we get via Lemma 11, 
lim sup * ci(r, x, u J 
,,, Du,).D(S,((u,-~~))dxdf~~~.~+gk(~). 1 
” Q 
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Since u, satisfies the condition for any cp in C2(RN+‘) which is zero in 
a neighbourhood of X! x (0, T) and 52 x {T}, we have 
- 
I u,cp’dxdt- I do, x)uon dx + I 
ci( t, x, u,, Du,) Dq dx dr 
Q R Q 
= 1 cp(r, x)fn( I, x) dx dt. 
‘Q 
Lemma 9 with Lemma 3 allows us to pass to the limit in this last relation. 
So one can show easily that u is a weak solution of (P). We have shown 
Theorem 1. 
Without a lot of change a slight extension of the preceding can be made. 
3.2. Case Where F # 0, p Is a Bounded Radon Measure on Q, and the Initial 
Data Are Also Finite Radon Measures 
In this section, we add the nonlinear term F, and we consider the 
following problem (P’): 
Find u in L”(0, T, Wi.‘(l2)), for some s> max( 1, p - l), a 
weak solution of u’+ Au+ F(u, Du)=p in Q, u=O on 
(0, T) x 852, and u(O) = U,,E M(Q). (P’) 
As before, u is a weak solution of (P’) if for any cp in C; (Rlv+ ‘) which is 
zero in a neighbourhood of %2 x (0, T) and 52 x {T}, we have 
-I ucp’dxdt- 
5 do, x) du, + I i( I, x, u, Du) Dcp dx dt Q R Q 
+ I F(t,x,u, Du)cpdxdt= cp(h x) 4. Q i Q 
Here p is in M(Q), u0 E M(Q), and the operator A satisfies the general 
Leray-Lions conditions that Au = -div(ci(t, x, u, Du)) with h satisfying 
conditions 1,2, 3. The map F satisfies the following assumptions: For a.e. 
(I, x), for all u in R, for r in RN, uF(t,x, u, <)>O, IF(r, x, u, 01 < 
c(lrlp-‘+ lulP ’ + g( t, x)), where g is a function f,“‘(Q). 
Consider the following approximate problem (P;): 
Find u, in Lp(O, T, Wkp(12)) (1 <p-c cc) a solution of 
ui + Au, + F(u,, Du,) =f, in Q, u, = 0 on (0, T) x dSL, 
U”(O) = Uonr with f,, in L”(Q) such that lf,,lLI <c, f, con- 
verges to p in D’(Q), and uon in L”(Q) such that ]uOnlL1 <c, 
uO,, converges to u. in D’(L?). From classical results (see 
CL]), such a problem has at least one solution u, which is 
also in C([O, T, L*(Q)). K) 
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Most of the a priori. estimates on u,, are the same as before because of 
the following remark. 
Remark. If @ is a non-decreasing function from R into R, and @(O) = 0, 
then we have @(u)F(r, x, U, <) 20. So most of the time we can drop this 
term F for a priori estimate. 
A a consequence of this remark, the following lemmas can be proved 
exactly as before: 
LEMMA 12. Assume that I + N/(N + 1) <p < CC, then u, remains in 
a bounded set of L”(0, T, L’(B))n Ly(O, T, W;“(Q)), for all q in 
Cl, P-NAN+ 1K. 
Thanks to Lemma 12, we have that F(u,, Du,) remains in a bounded set 
of L’ + *(Q), for some T > 0. We may also assume that u, converges weakly 
to some function u in L9(0, T, Wk4(sZ)), for all q in [ 1, p- N/(N + I)[. 
The sequence u; remains in a bounded set of L’*(O, T, W ‘,“‘(a)) + L’(Q) 
for some q” > 1. So by a compactness result given in [T] (for instance), we 
may assume that the sequence u, converges strongly to u in L’(Q). In the 
sequel, we also suppose that u, converges to u almost everywhere. 
LEMMA 13. Let @ be a bounded Lipschitz function such that I@‘[ p 
belongs to L’(R). Then there exists a constant c(a) such that for all n, nje 
have 
* 
1 [D@(u,)lPdxdf<c(0). Q 
The preceding Lemma 13, will be useful, in particular we will consider 
the family of functions Gk, k > 0, 
- Qk is a twice differentiable function, CD;, 0; are bounded on R. 
-~,(a)=oifI~I6k,and~;(~)=Oiflal~k+(I/k),O<~;<l 
on ]k, k + (l/k)[ u ] - (k + (l/k)), -k[. 
Now, we define ut = cPk(u,,) and uk = Glr(u), then from Lemma 5, we get: 
LEMMA 14. ui remains in a bounded set of Lp(O, T, Wi p(S)) as n goes 
to infinity (in particular, uk belongs to Lp(O, T, W:p(12)), for all k > 0). 
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 8: 
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LEMMA 15. For all k>O, all n, (ui)’ is in LP’(O, T, W ‘.“‘(sZ))+ L’(Q). 
Moreover, we have the following equality in D’(Q): 
(ut)‘= -ci(f,x,u,, Du,).Du,~@~(u,)+div(@;(u,).ci(r,x,u,, Du,)) 
+fn. @;(u,) - F(f, .r, u,,, Dun). @;(u,,). 
Using Lemmas 12 to 15, the following result can be proved exactly as 
before: 
LEMMA 16. For all k > 0, there exists a function tIk such that for all 
E > 0. we have 
Lim sup ri(r, x, u,, Du,) . D(u, - uk) dx df d o,(c) 
n 1% UXI ic 
with lim, +0 ok(&) = 0. 
Hence, using the compactness result we deduce that u, converges 
strongly to u in L”(O, T, Wky(s2)), for all q in [ 1, p- N/(N + l)[, so 
k(r, x, u,, Du,) converges to k(t, x, u, Du) strongly in L’(Q)“. 
Since F(u,, Du,) remains in a bounded set of L’ +‘(Q) and it converges 
a.e. to F(u, Du), we derive from Vitali’s theorem that F(u,, Du,,) converges 
strongly to F(u, Du) in L’(Q). 
Since u, satisfies the condition for any cp in C:(RN+ ‘) which is zero in 
a neighbourhood of XI x (0, T) and SL x {T}, we have 
- I un& d.v dt - I do, xbo,, dx + Q R I i(t, x, u,, Du,) Dcp d?c dt Q 
+ 1 F(t, x, u,, 
'Q 
Du,)cpdxdt=l cp(f,x)f,(t,x)dxdr, 
Q 
we can easily pass to the limit in this relation. That shows the: 
THEOREM 2. Assume rhat I + (N/( N + 1)) cp < c/3. Then there exists at 
least one weak solution u of (P’). Moreover, u is in L”(0, T, W;‘(Q)), for all 
s in Cl, p- (N/(N+ I))[. 
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